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Landscape transformation is almost synonymous with California. Although 

images of urban sprawl in the coastal basins spring to mind readily, changes in 

such areas as the Colorado Desert have been equally dramatic. Eighteenth and 

nineteenth century descriptions of this region leave vivid impressions of an arid 

and desolate land. During the twentieth century the desert wastes have yielded 

to irrigated commercial agriculture and urbanization. Many of you can attest 

to changes in this region now known as theCoachella and Imperial valleys.However, 

the intent of this paper is not a compilation of specific changes, but rather an 

examination of the prediction of this landscape transformation by an astute ob

server, William Phipps Blake. 

In 1853 Lieutenant R. S. Williamson was ordered to explore for routes. along 

which rail service could be extended from the Mississippi River to the southern 

California coast. 
1 

The geologist-mineralogist attached to Williamson's Pacific 

Railroad Survey team was twenty-seven year old, Yale-educated William P. Blake. 

Blake's servey observations, including maps, profiles, sketches, and water color 

plates, are collected in a hefty volume, which was pubJ:ished originally by the 

War Department as a part of the expedition's report and reprinted subsequently 

by a private publisher. 2 

The Role of the Colorado River as a Geomorphic Agent 

Although the survey party spent less than a month (from mid-November to 

early December) trekking the uncharted wilderness that lay beyond San Gorgonio 

Pass, Blake was able to comprehend the essential features of the region's physi

cal geography, including the dynamic role that the Colorado River played in 

shaping the landscape of the desert basin. Blake's observations and topographic 

*Anna J. Lang is Assistant Professor, Department of Geogrpahy, P. 0. Box 
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measurements led him to the following conclusions. 3 In structural terms this 

desert region is the northern extremity of the Gulf of California and it was 

submerged during the late Tertiary period. The agent primarily responsible 

for blocking marine waters from this area was the Colorado River. The sed

iments discharged by the Colorado into the water-filled trough created a delta 

that grew southwestward from the vicinity of the present-day Yuma, Arizona. 

Upon reaching the Cocopah Mountains, the delta formed a barrier of sufficient 

elevation to cut off the the gulf from the region north of it. As the sea water 

evaporated the area became an arid lowland. The influence of the Colorado 

River on the desert, however, did not cease. On occasion floods or gradational 

instability in the delta diverted the Colorado from its gulfward cours� and sent 

its waters flowing into the desert basin. Each of these innundations created a 

lake that persisted until after the river again changed its course. The ultimate 

demise of these lakes accounts for the widespread occurence of fertile sediments 

that can provide the basis for large-scale agricultural development of the desert. 

Lakes in the Desert Basin 

It should be pointed out that blake formulated his ideas about these physio

graphic relationships in the absence of such twentieth century landscape clues 

as the Salton Sea. His first inkling of the region's dynamic physical history came 

three days after the wagon train entered the desert. At a site near present-day 

Indian Wells, Blake penned the following remarkable-passage: (Fig. 1) 

The broad plain of the Desert was before us, reaching to the horizon. 
On the right, it was bounded by the high mountains which extended 
down to the plain in successive ridges, one beyond another, until 
blue outline could hardly be discerned in the distance. 

On turning around the point, I saw a discoloration of the rocks ex
tending for a long distance on a horizontal line on the side of the 
mountains. On appraoching this, it was found that the white color 
was produced by a calcareous incrustation, extending over the 
whole surface, and into every cavity and crevice. This crust had 
evidently been deposited under water, and when seen at a distance 
of a few yards, its upper margin appeared to form a distinct line, 
which indicated the former level of the water undershich it was de-
posited. This water line ... could be traced along the mountain sides 
follo�ing all the angles and sinuosities of the ridges for many miles-
always preserving its horizontality--sometimes being high up above 
the plain, and again intersecting long and high slopes of gravel and 
sand; on such places a beach line could be traced. The evidences of 
of a former submergence were so vivid and conclusive that it became 
evident to everyone in the train that we were travelling in the dry bed 
of a former and ex;tended sheet of water, probably an Ancient Lake or 
an extensive bay. 
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Blake dubbed the ancient water body represented by the beachlines and 

travertine deposits Lake Cahuilla, after the native inhabitants. 

That evening, when the survey party camped at a Cahuilla village, 

Blake inquired among the Indians and discovered that they possessed 

traditional knowledge of the ancient lake. Blake reported: 5 
When questioned about the shore-line and water marks of the 
ancient lake, the chief gave an account of a tradition they 
have of great water (agua grande) which covered the whole 
valley and was filled with fine fish. There was also plenty of 
geese and ducks. Their fathers lived in the mountains and used 
to come down to the lake to fish and hunt. The water gradually 
subsided 'poco, ' 'poco,' (little by little) and their villages were 
moved dowilfrom the mountains, into the valley it had left. They 
also said that the waters once returned very suddenly and over
whelmed many of their people and drove the rest back into the 
mountains. 

In addition, the Cahuillas believed that the waters would return again. 6 
The observations Blake made and the data he compiled led him to 

conclude that the Cahuilla legend was credible. The barometric readings 

revealed the below sea level, basin-like character of the region, and he had 

seen water in New River, one of the Colorado's distributaries in the basin. 

Since flows from the Colorado could enter the basin via such distributary 

channels, Blake acknowledged that "the sudden floods of which they speak 

undoubtedly took place. 117 He also understood that once the inflow from the 

Colorado ceased the lake in the desert basin would evaporate in the face of 

"violent arid winds, pouring in from the surrounding deserts and over the 

mountains from the sea." 8 Blake felt that this was consistent with the 

Chauillas' contention that the lake waters receded little by little. 

Evidence derived from recent archaeological excavations also lends some 
9 

credence to the Cahuilla legend. Sites around the shores of the ancient lake 

have yielded abundant remains of a variety of fish and waterfowl species. 

The lake's drying seems to have influenced population distribution as well as 

resource avaiability. Settlements shifted from the lake shore to the mountains 

and back again to the desert valley after mesquite groves became established 

on the former lake bed. 

In addition, the notion that the waters could return suddenly has been 

borne out by subsequent events. At various times during the nineteenth 

century there were reports of water appearing abruptly in the desert basin. 
10 
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11 
One of the more spectacular of these incidents occured in June, 1891. 

On this occasion, water flowed steadily into the desert lowland from the 

southeast and created a salty lake some thirty to forty miles long, ten 

miles wide, and four to six feet deep. The sudden appearance of this 

lake in such close proximity to the Souhern Pacific Railroad tracks created 

quite a stir. Wild rumors circulated about the origin of the salty water. 

Prime among these was that sea water from the Gulf of California was seep

ing into the desert from some underground source. All of the rumors were 

dispelled, however, when a number of investigating parties navigated small 

boats from the flood-swollen Colorado River to the lake in the desert basin. 

The high salt content of the lake was not really a mystery. Salt from the 

basin's salina had dissolved in the river water. 

This salina was not observed directly by Blake during the survey but 

Figure 1 
Travertine encrustation marks the high water line 
of ancient Lake Cahuilla on a spur of the Santa 

Rosa Mountains, Colorado Desert. 
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he noted that, "The Indians are accustomed to resort to it for salt, which 

they say is found in large quantities. 11
12 

This feature apparently attracted 

distant users as well. Guinn reported that between 1815 and 1830 an annual 

"journada para sal" (journey for salt) was conducted from the pueblo of Los 

Angeles and nearby missions to this desert salt bed. 
13 

Blake tried to locate 

the dry salt lake "as nearly as possible" on his 1853 map entitled "Geological 

Map of the Country Between San Diego and the Colorado River California"14 

(Figure 2). It was on this map that Blake also christened the region the 

"Colorado Desert." 

The Misunderstood "Colorado Desert" 

Since its inception, the term "Colorado Desert" has suffered misunder

standing and misapplication. In his later years Blake sought to right this 

situation by explaining: 
15 

The name 'Colorado Desert' was given to this region by 
the writer in 1853. This was before the State of 
Colorado received its name. 'It was deemed most appro
priate to connect the name of the Colorado River with 
the region, inasmuch as the desert owes its origin to 
the river by the deposition of alluvions and the displace-, 
ment of sea-water. 
. . . The appelation may properly be confined to the regions 
reached by the deposition of the silt of the Colorado, 
whether in the form of deltas or at the bottom of ancient 
lakes. It should also include the bordering detrital slopes 
from the contiguous mountains. So restricted, the area is 
practically conterminous with the ancient beachlines and 
terraces of the lakes which occupied the valley. 

Despite Blake's efforts at clarification, the designation "Colorado Desert" 

has continued to be misinterpreted even by exceedingly knowledgeable 

California geographers. For example, in a 1968 discussion Richard Logan 

wrote of the Sonoran Desert: 
16 

The California section is sometimes set off as a distinctive 
portion, to which the name "Colorado Desert' has 
unfortunately been affixed--unfortunately, in this writer's 
mind, since it has no relationship to the state of that 
name and the river of the same name merely skirts its 
eastern boundary. 

Perhaps clarity and Blake's original intent could both be served if the term 

"Desert of the Colorado" were employed. Blake occasionally used this 

designation, as did LeConte in an article dated 1855 and Sykes on a 1907 
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17 
map of the newly formed Salton Sea. 

Notion of the Desert's Agricultural Potential 

Blake's understanding of the role the Colorado River played in the 

evolution and dynamics of this desert region had implications that extended 

beyond place name identification. Blake used his insight to call attention 

to the region's agricultural potential. Afterall, few nineteenth century 

desert travelers would have shared Blake's vision that, "If a supply of 

water could be obtained for irrigation, it is probable that the greater 

part of the desert could be made to yield crops of almost any kind." 
18 

Blake based his contention on the high quality of desert soil that 

derived from Colorado River alluvium, the luxuriance of the native vegetation 

on sites where adequate moisture was avaiable, and his knowledge and 

observations of the productivity of Indian agriculture along the Colorado 

River and in the desert basin. 19 In the latter instance, Blake reported 

that the desert Cahuillas produced fairly abundant crops of maize, beans, 
20 

squash, barley, and melons from small irrigated patches of land. An even 

earlier written account of these small gardens appears in a diary kept by 

Jose Maria Estudillo, a member of the Romero Expedition in the winter of 

1823-24.21 
Estudillo noted that the Cahuillas had planted small patches of 

maize, pumpkins, melons, and watermelons. Although the Cahuillas employed 

a variety of techniques to exploit water from springs, wells, and intermittent 

washes, the scarcity of this resource imposed severe restrictions on the scale 

of their agricultural endeavors. 
22 

Predicted Sources of Irrigation Water 

In order to sustain large-scale agricultural development of the desert, 

irrigation water had to be avaiable in abundance. Blake believed that large 

quantities of water could be obtained from two sources. First, his 

assessment of the nature and tilt of the region's strata led him to conclude 

that artesian waters lay beneath the desert surface, and that "a copius 

supply" could be tapped by digging or boring. 
23 

Before the turn of the 

century this prediction had become a reality. The development of artesian 

waters initiated and sustained commercial agriculture in the Coachella Valley, 

which did not receive irrigation water from the Colorado River until the 
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Coachella Branch of the All America Canal was completed in 1948.
24 

The second source of irrigation water that Blake proposed was the 

Colorado River. He suggested that the delta's slope and distributary 

channels could form the basis of a gravity-flow system to send water into 

the basin. Blake wrote, "By deepening the channel of New River, or 

cutting a canal so low that the water of the Colorado would enter at all 

seasons of the year, a constant supply could be furnished to the interior 

portions of the Desert. 1125 
Blake was aware, however, of the danger 

inherent in such a diversion scheme. He noted, " It is, indeed, a serious 

question whether a canal would cause the overflow of a vast surface, and 

refill, to a certain extent, the dry valley of the Ancient Lake." 
26 

A half 

century later ( 1905-07) this prophecy was fulfilled dramatically when faulty 

irrigation works resulted in an accidental inundation of the desert creating 

the Salton Sea. 
27 

Conclusion 

William P. Blake's study of the Colorado Desert constitutes one of the 

earliest scientific records of this regions. He was a keen landscape observer, 

the likes of which any of us could envy. 
28 

His basic portrayal of the complex 

and dynamic relationships between the Colorado River and the desert region 

bearing its name has withstood the test of time. 29 Likewise, his assessment 

of the desert basin's agricultural potential has been borne out. According 

to Kennan, "only a bold and original mind could have entertained the idea 

of getting crops out of such a 'Death Valley' as the Salton Sink was then. "
30 

If Blake saw his desert today it is unlikely that he would be surprised. 

Yet he would probably caution that this desert turned garden still depends 

on the Colorado, whose waters are becoming an increasingly scarce resource. 
31 

In the end, the Desert of the Colorado remains inextricably bound to the 

river that created it. 
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